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ABSTRACT 

Ti6Al4V samples with a surface roughness of about 0.2 μm were polished by a 

high fluence ion beam source, and influences of the ion current, energy and incident 

angle on the surface roughness of Ti6Al4V were studied. The as-polished surfaces 

were characterized by laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM), atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) and X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The LSCM images revealed that the density of pits 

in the original surface decreased greatly after the ion polishing process. In addition, the 

surface roughness calculated from these images proved that the mean value reduced to 

53 nm with an ion energy, current and incident angle of 600 eV, 130 mA and 75°, 

respectively. The smoothing effect was also confirmed by the power spectral density 

(PSD) functions calculated from the AFM data. GIXRD patterns indicated that the 

Ti6Al4V samples mainly contain the hexagonal close packed (HCP) α-Ti, no 

recognizable peaks corresponding to the body centered cubic (BCC) β-Ti were 

observed. Furthermore, after the ion beam polishing process, the phase of all the 

as-polished samples kept steady. The XPS results revealed that C, O, Ti, Al and V 

were present in both the original as well as the polished samples. In addition, due to 

the highly reactive characteristics of Ti, Al and V elements, a higher signal for oxygen 

can also be observed on the outermost surface of the ion beam polished samples. The 

polishing process of Ti6Al4V surface bombarded by Ar ion beam is also simulated by 

binary collision approximation (BCA) code SDTrimSP, the effects of ion beam 



energy and incident angle on the sputtering yield were investigated. The results 

showed that the sputtering yield of Ti, Al and V atoms increased almost linearly with 

the ion energy. However, as for the influence of ion incident angle, the sputtering 

yield first increased gradually from 0° and peaked at about 65°, then decreased 

rapidly because the incident angle is too large for Ar ion to penetrate into the surface 

of Ti6Al4V sample. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Owing to their excellent properties, for examples, high strength-to-weight ratio, 

good corrosion resistance, excellent biocompatibility, as well as complete inertness to 

the body environment, titanium and its alloys have received considerably interest in 

biomedical implant applications from dental implants, bone fixation devices, artificial 

heart valves to parts for orthodontic surgery[1-6]. Although many types of titanium 

alloys are available, the titanium-aluminum-vanadium alloy (Ti6Al4V) is the most 

commonly used alloy, since its physical and mechanical properties are superior to 

those of commercially pure titanium [7]. However, the poor mechanical processing 

surface properties of Ti6Al4V implants remains today a key limitation for rapid and 

stable bone tissue integration. Therefore, it has become a hot and difficult issue in 

recent decades to find ways to reduce the surface roughness of Ti6Al4V material [5, 

8]. 

A number of attempts have already been made to improve the surface roughness 

of Ti6Al4V using methods include mechanical polishing, electropolishing and pulsed 

laser polishing, as listed in Table 1. However, conventional mechanical polishing does 

not offer an acceptable solution for precision components [9, 10]. In addition, 

electropolishing often requires the use of strong acids and thus raises environmental 

and safety concerns [11]. As for laser polishing, it is not suitable in polishing optical 

materials [12]. Compared with the aforementioned techniques, ion beam polishing 

(IBP) is a noncontact, controlled and widely applicable surface polishing method 



based on the well-known physical sputtering phenomenon, the erosion of atoms from 

a solid surface by bombardment of energetic particles [13], and can provide sample 

surfaces with high and reproducible quality [14]. Currently, IBP has been in active use 

in optical [15-19], biomedical [20, 21], geological [22-26] and other scientific 

research fields [27-29]. An energetic ion beam (e.g. Ar) with a relatively low energy 

and current density is often utilized for achieving smooth surface at microscopic length 

scales [30]. Beck [31] et al found that the root mean square roughness of Ni18Fe19 thin 

film could be reduced from to 0.45 to less than 0.3 nm by Ar
+
 ion beam with the energy 

and current density of 70 eV and 50 μA/cm
2
, respectively. Using 400 eV neon ions, the 

roughness of beryllium film was decreased from 1.37 down to 0.29 nm, which 

benefited the improvement of the reflectivity of the X-ray mirror at a wavelength of 

13.5 nm[19]. 

 

 

Table 1 Literature status of typical Ti6Al4V polishing techniques 

Polishing Techniques 

Original Roughness 

(Ra) 

Processed Roughness 

(Ra) 

Reference 

Mechanical polishing 

5 μm 1.5 μm [32] 

19.3 μm 0.3 μm [33] 

6.4 μm  0.19 μm  [34] 



Electropolishing 

13.3 μm 5 μm [35] 

4 μm  1 μm  [6] 

0.6 μm 0.3 μm [11] 

Pulsed laser polishing 

31 μm 13 μm [36] 

10.2 μm 2.4 μm [37] 

0.206 μm 0.07 μm [38] 

 

Although ion beam polishing has achieved great success on obtaining of 

ultrasmooth surface, because of its low fluence, this method is hard to polish surfaces 

with a large roughness. For example, after ion beam polishing for 60 min, the 

roughness of polycrystalline copper was reduced only from 10.5 to 8.9 nm [26], and 

for larger origin roughness, it is even difficult. Therefore, in this study, mechanically 

finished Ti6Al4V surfaces were polished by a high current density ion beam source, 

and the changes of surface roughness, phase structures of the near surface layer as 

well as surface compositions present on typical samples were studied. Besides, the 

process of Ar ion bombarding the Ti6Al4V surface was also simulated by the binary 

collision approximation (BCA) code SDTrimSP to understand the correlations 

between the sputtering yield and the ion energy and ion incident angle.  

 

 

 



2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Ion beam polishing was carried out in our multi-purpose plasma immersion ion 

implantation facility [27], as shown in Fig. 1. An ion beam source with a diameter of 80 

mm was installed on one port of the facility, the maximum current density of this ion 

beam source was about 3 mA/cm
2
 when the ion current reached 150 mA. Ф20 × 5 mm

3
 

Ti6Al4V samples (nominal chemical composition in wt.%: Al-6.32, V-4.14, Fe-0.14, 

O-0.16, N-0.01, C-0.04, H-0.0014, and the rest is Ti) were used as substrates and the 

distance between the substrate and the exit of the ion source was 200 mm. Prior to the 

IBP, the Ti6Al4V samples received a mechanical finishing to a surface roughness, Ra, 

of about 0.2 μm, and were cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and alcohol bath for 10 min. 

Thereafter, samples were fixed on a substrate holder and inserted into the 

multi-purpose facility. The vacuum chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of about 

4 × 10
-3

 Pa, then Ar (99.99%) with a mass flow rate of 50 sccm was introduced into the 

vacuum chamber, the working pressure during the IBP process was kept at 2×10
-2 

Pa. 

The ion current, energy and incident angle between the ion beam and the sample 

surfaces were systematically varied according to the detailed parameters listed in Table 

2. In addition, in order to compare the roughness change during the ion beam polishing 

process for each sample, one half of the processing surface was masked by a 0.02 mm 

thick aluminum foil. Meanwhile, a k-type thermocouple was connected to the sample 

and the temperatures in the ion beam polishing process were recorded. 

 



Table 2 Ion beam polishing parameters for the Ti6Al4V samples 

Sample No. Ion current 

(mA) 

Ion energy  

(eV) 

Incident angle  

(°) 

S11 85 600 75 

S12 100 600 75 

S13 115 600 75 

S14 130 600 75 

S15 145 600 75 

S21 130 300 75 

S22 130 400 75 

S23 130 500 75 

S24 130 700 75 

S31 130 600 65 

S32 130 600 70 

S33 130 600 80 

S34 130 600 85 

Surfaces of the ion beam polished samples were imaged by laser scanning 

confocal microscopy (LSCM; Olympus, OLS3000, Japan) with a scanning area of 

256×256 μm
2
, and the surface roughness was calculated according to the LSCM result. 

In order to obtain an accurate roughness, nine regions of 8.1 × 8.1 μm
2
 were examined 



for each sample, and the mean value was taken. Surface topology of the original as 

well as polished Ti6Al4V samples was also measured by atomic force microscope 

(AFM; Dimension Icon, Bruker Corporation, Germany). The phase transition of the 

samples before and after ion beam polishing were identified by grazing incidence 

X-ray diffraction (GIXRD; Bruker, D8 ADVANCE, Germany) at an incident angle of 

1 with Cu Kα (λ=0.15418 nm) radiation operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The elemental 

composition of the sample surfaces were examined by X-ray photoelectron 

spectrometer (XPS; Thermo Fisher Scientific, ESCALAB 250Xi, USA).  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Experimental   

Fig. 2 shows the temperature evolution during the IBP process under different 

ion currents and energies (samples S11-S15 and S21-S24). It can be found that the 

temperature increased rapidly in the first 20 minutes and then rose slowly in the 

following period. The highest temperature reached was about 200 °C when the current 

and energy of the ion beam were 145 mA and 700 eV, respectively. As we know, the 

heat generated by ion bombardment was proportional to the power density and the 

impinging time of the ion beam, consequently, the temperature evolution process was 

decided by both parameters. Besides, although a large current density ion source was 

used in our experiments, it is clear that the maximum temperature should not too high 



for the Ti6Al4V substrate.  

The LSCM images of the samples under different ion beam currents are shown in 

Fig. 3. The left half of each figure indicates the surface after the IBP process, while the 

right half is the surface without the ion beam treatment. It is clear that a high density of 

pits, which should be derived from the mechanical polishing process, located in the 

right half of each image. However, after the IBP treatment, as shown in the left half of 

all images, the density of pits in all samples decreased greatly. In addition, the density 

of pits was also varied with the ion beam parameters, the sample under an ion beam 

current of 130 mA had the fewest quantities of pits. Therefore, the LSCM images 

proved that the surface roughness of the samples could be reduced after the ion beam 

polishing process.  

According to the LSCM images, we also obtained the surface roughness of all 

samples. Fig. 4(a) compares the roughness change of samples under different ion 

beam currents (samples S11-S15). It can be found that the original roughness (OR) of 

all samples was about 0.2 μm. After the IBP treatment, the processing roughness (PR) 

was decreased to about 1/3 of the original value. Meanwhile, the inter-quartile ranges 

(IQR) were reduced greatly. In addition, it is also obvious that if the IQR of the 

original sample was small, the inter-quartile range of the polished one was small too. 

To give a more explicit picture of the influence of the ion current, the surface 

roughness of samples after the ion beam polishing process was plotted in Fig. 4(b), it 

is clear that the mean roughness of all samples decreased with the increasing ion 



current. Therefore, in order to obtain a good smoothing effect, we should use a 

relative large ion beam current.   

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the ion energy and the surface roughness 

(samples S14, S21-S24). As can be seen that the roughness of the all samples 

decreased greatly, and sample polished with an ion energy of 600 eV, possess the 

smallest roughness. However, when the incident ion energy was too small (300 eV), 

both the surface roughness and IQR increased greatly. Hence, the optimum energy 

range for ion beam polishing of the Ti6Al4V sample should be between 400 and 700 

eV. Since there have been some researches with good surface roughness improvement 

results of a variety of metal materials by low energy IBP [39, 40], together with the 

experiment results, the Ar ion energy to proceed the following research is chosen to 

be 600 eV. 

Fig. 6 shows the influence of the ion incident angle on the surface roughness 

(samples S14, S31-S34). It is evident that the mean surface roughness was decreased 

to a value below 60 nm, which hints that a good surface smoothing effect was 

obtained for all samples. In addition, the sample using an impact angle of 75° had the 

lowest mean roughness of about 53 nm, a change of the incident angle to 65° and 85° 

raised the mean surface roughness by about 10 and 15 %, respectively.  

The sputtering effect on roughness evolution involves a complex mechanism, 

which has both smoothing and roughening effects. The passivation effect of IBP on 

micro-particles and scratches makes the surface smoother. However, IBP will also 



remove the abrasives and impurities embedded in the subsurface layer and thus form 

many pits on the surface, resulting in the deterioration of roughness. In addition, the 

uneven distribution of surface stress introduced during the traditional surface 

treatment processes such as lapping and polishing lead to the inconsistency of the 

sputtering removal rate, which also makes the roughness worse. The final roughness 

evolution depends on the dynamic equilibrium of the smoothing effect and the 

roughing effect [41]. In summary, the IBP process is very sensitive to the originally 

existing surface/subsurface damages, like scratches and residual impurities. For the 

anisotropy of the microscopic material, the morphology evolution process would be 

seriously influenced by the difference of the sputtering rate, which finally limits the 

smoothing effect of Ti6Al4V [41, 42]. Similar results have been reported with the 

result that initially smoother substrates exhibit a lower surface roughness after ion 

erosion related to initially rougher substrates [43-47]. 

The AFM topology measurements were performed at both 1 × 1μm
2
 and 10 × 10 

μm
2
 scan sizes. A conventional Si tips with a tip radius of 10 nm was used to ensure 

the accuracy of the AFM results and to minimize any tip convolution of the shape 

measured. The AFM images for the original mechanically finished Ti6Al4V and 

sample polished with an ion incidence angle of 75° and ion energy of 600 eV (S14) 

are shown in Fig. 7. The comparison of the 10 × 10 μm
2
 AFM images indicates that 

there is a significant smoothing of the roughness on the Ti6Al4V surface. 

To investigate the smoothing effect of this technique in detail, we calculated the 



power spectral density (PSD) functions from the scan line profile measurement of the 

AFM data, as shown in Fig. 8. For each sample, the PSD functions computed at two 

scan sizes were combined in a single PSD curve with an extended range of spatial 

frequencies. The results indicate that processing by argon ions allows effective 

smoothing the surface of Ti6Al4V over all spatial frequencies included by the AFM 

measurements. Moreover, it can also be recognized that the degree of surface 

smoothing is different depending on the spatial frequency of the surface roughness, 

which tends to degrade with decreasing spatial frequency. 

In order to determine the influence of the ion beam polishing parameters on the 

phase structures of the surface layer, we compared the grazing incidence X-ray 

diffraction patterns (GIXRD) of the samples before and after the ion beam smoothing 

process in Fig. 9. The obvious strong peaks at about 35.5°, 38.9°, 40.6°, and 78.6° in 

the patterns confirmed that the Ti6Al4V samples mainly contain the hexagonal close 

packed (HCP) α-Ti, our lab-based GIXRD facility was not able to recognize the peaks 

of the body centered cubic (BCC) β-Ti [48-50]. Furthermore, it is quite obvious that 

the intensities and positions of the diffraction peaks for all samples were similar. The 

GIXRD results are also consistent with those obtained in Fig.2, the highest 

temperature reached in this experiment was about 200 °C, which is not enough to 

trigger any phase transition in the samples. Therefore, the influence of ion beam 

polishing process on the phases of the sample can be neglected. 

Fig. 10 compares the XPS survey spectra of the original and sample polished 



with 600 eV ion energy and 75° incident angle (S14). During these measurements the 

original sample was etched inside the XPS chamber by 2 keV Ar ion gun to obtain the 

true elemental composition of pure Ti6Al4V surface, while the ion beam polished 

samples did not. It can be easily confirmed that elements C, O, Ti, Al and V are 

present in all the samples, in addition, a higher signal for oxygen can also be observed 

in the ion beam polished sample. This is likely to be due to the fact that Ti, Al and V 

are highly reactive metal, so when the alloying elements are exposed to the 

atmosphere, it is easily for them to form natural passive layers of corresponding 

oxides. 

To investigate the chemical composition in detail and determine the surface 

oxidation states of samples polished by different ion incident angles, high resolution 

scans of Ti 2p, Al 2p and V 2p spectra are shown in Fig. 11. The spectrum obtained 

for Ti, Al and V in the original sample shows that the presence of the three alloying 

elements is in its metallic form. However, as for the ion beam polished samples, a 

characteristic doublet peak with the binding energy of 458.1 ± 0.2 and 463.8 ± 0.2 eV 

appears for all the polished samples, showed that Ti is mainly present on the surface 

as Ti
3+

 [51]. Furthermore, both the Al and V elements are composed of single weak 

peak, which located at 74.2 ± 0.2 (Al
3+

) and 516.9 ± 0.2 (V
5+

), respectively. Hence, it 

is evident that the surface of all the polished samples were dominated by Ti2O3 and 

Al2O3, with small quantities of V2O5 exist as interstitial or substitutional in the Ti2O3 

matrix [52]. 



Fig. 12 compares the atomic concentrations of the main components of Ti6Al4V 

on surface of original and ion beam polished samples. Compared with the original 

Ti6Al4V sample, the concentration of Ti decreased significantly in all the polished 

samples, but it did not change much for samples polished by different ion incident 

angles. While for Al element, the change of its concentration after the IBP process is 

opposite from that of the Ti. However, noticeable variations in the concentration of 

the much lower V element present on the surface of control samples were not detected. 

We also need to realize that although the XPS results confirmed that oxide film were 

formed on the surface of the ion beam polished Ti6Al4V samples, the self-formed 

oxide films (Ti2O3, Al2O3 and V2O5) were too thin to be detected by the GIXRD 

technique, so only the diffraction peaks belong to HCP α-Ti were identified in Fig. 9 

[53, 54].  

3.2 Modelling with SDTrimSP  

Since the IBP is a complicated process with the production of sputtering, 

backscattered as well as implanted ions within the target material. Theoretical 

calculation, by using SDTrimSP code, is also performed to analyze the dependence of 

the sputtering yield on ion incidence angle and ion energy. SDTrimSP, similar to the 

widely used TRIM, is a binary collision approximation (BCA) code that simulates the 

interaction of energetic particles (e.g. Ar) with a target (e.g. Ti6Al4V) and allows 

dynamical changes within the target (the incorporation of projectile atoms, atomic 

mixing as well as preferential sputtering) [55-58]. In addition, it does not have the 



drawbacks that existed in TRIM, such as wrong angular distribution of sputtered 

atoms for targets containing low atomic number (Z) elements with Z < 14 and 

overestimation of the high angle sputtering yield[59]. The SDTrimSP calculations 

were performed with the input parameters similar to the program described in [15] 

with Ar ion energy from 300 eV to 1000 eV, and ion incident angle in the range of 0° 

to 85°[60]. Using this model, the energy and angular dependence of the sputtering 

yield were investigated [61]. 

Calculated correlation between sputtering yield and ion energy at the fixed 

incident angle of 75° is given in Fig. 13. As can be seen that the sputtering yield of 

target atoms (Ti, Al and V) increases almost linearly with the increasing ion energy. 

When the ion energy is 300 eV, the sputtering coefficient of Ti is relatively low, about 

0.6, which should be the main reason for the high surface roughness of the sample S21 

shown in Fig. 5. In addition, it can also be found that the sputtering yield of Ti is the 

largest, as Ti is the most abundant element in this Ti6Al4V material. Fig. 14 shows 

the sputtering yield of Ti6Al4V at different ion incident angles when the ion energy 

fixed at 600 eV. The calculated results look very similar to those observed for other 

materials [62]. As can be seen, the sputtering yield first increases gradually with 

increasing incident angle, starting at about 0.7-Ti, 0.08-Al and 0.03-V atoms/ion for 

normal incidence (0°) and peak at about 2.0-Ti, 0.23-Al and 0.09-V atoms/ion at an 

incidence angle of about 65°. However, it decreased rapidly at higher angles (larger 

than 70°) because the incident direction is almost parallel to the sample surface, 



which will leads to more reflection of the bombard Ar ions.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Ti6Al4V samples with a surface roughness of about 0.2 μm were successfully 

polished by ion beams with a high current density. The lowest mean roughness reached 

is a bioactive nanotextured Ti6Al4V surface of 53 nm with an ion energy, current and 

incident angle of 600 eV, 130 mA and 75°, respectively. Furthermore, as confirmed by 

the GIXRD results, the phase structures of the Ti6Al4V samples kept steady after the 

IBP process. The XPS results revealed that C, O, Ti, Al and V are present in both the 

original as well as the polished samples. In addition, a higher signal for oxygen can 

also be found on the surface of the ion beam polished samples. Theoretical 

calculations, by the use of SDTrimSP code, have also been presented to investigate 

the relationship between the sputtering yield and ion beam parameters. The results 

confirmed that best smoothing effect comes from the sample which has a medium 

sputtering yield.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

Fig. 2 Temperature evolution during the ion beam polishing process under different ion 

beam currents (a) and energies (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 3 LSCM images of samples polished under different ion currents. (a) 85mA,  (b) 

100mA, (c) 115mA, (d) 130mA, (e) 145mA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

Fig. 4 Surface roughness of the original and polished samples (a) and the influence of 

ion current on the surface roughness of polished samples (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 5 Relationship between the incident ion energy and the surface roughness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 6 Relationship between the ion incident angle and the surface roughness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 7 AFM images of Ti6Al4V surface. (a) the original sample and (b) sample 

polished with 600 eV ion energy and 75° incident angle (S14). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 8 PSD functions of original Ti6Al4V sample and sample polished with 600 eV 

ion energy and 75° incident angle (S14). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

Fig. 9 GIXRD patterns of samples polished under different ion currents (a) and energies 

(b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 10 XSP survey spectra of Ti6Al4V surface. (a) the original sample and (b) sample 

polished with 600 eV ion energy and 75° incident angle (S14). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 11 High resolution XPS spectral of Ti 2p, Al 2p and V 2p for the original sample 

and samples polished with different ion incident angles. The dotted line represents the 

elements are in metallic form while the dashed line indicates that the peaks of their 

corresponding oxide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 12 Atomic percentage of the main components of Ti6Al4V for the original 

sample and samples polished with different ion incident angles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 13 Correlation between calculated sputtering yield of Ti6Al4V and ion energy at 

a fixed incident angle of 75°. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 14 Correlation between calculated sputtering yield of Ti6Al4V and ion incident 

angle at a fixed incident energy of 600 eV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


